Are You Overspending On

Noise Control
Integrated Services Yield Cost-Effective Compliance Solutions

Integrated Services. Advanced Solutions.

Are You Reaching Compliance
with Confidence?
TruHorizon is a full-service environmental compliance management company. We support
North American energy, construction and industrial markets with turnkey solutions for noise
control, stormwater management, erosion prevention, sediment control and compliance
management. By applying our engineered approach, highest-rated products and technical
expertise, we ensure you achieve compliance with the minimum investment necessary.

Integrated Services. Advanced Solutions.

Reach Compliance with the Minimum Mitigation Required
TruHorizon will always recommend a solution that mitigates the minimum required to achieve compliance. Our front
end assessments result in the high-value, cost-effective option. Typically, other noise control providers won’t make
recommendations, but rather will construct a sound wall around your site, selling you more products and implementation
than needed. Our M3 Noise Solution™ is different and guarantees your compliance with the minimum investment.

The TruHorizon M3 Noise Solution™
The M3 Noise Solution™ comprises a proprietary assessment process, custom solution design, premium and
industry standard products, skilled execution, and monitoring and inspection services. Its key phases are:
measure, model, mitigate.

Measure
Our measurement process is the first step in identifying the minimum mitigation required to achieve compliance.
This assessment phase includes a 72-hour ambient sound survey and the development of a sound signature
report with noise analysis.

Model
Next, a Sound Impact Assessment™ is done to predictively assess your work site’s noise mitigation needs.
Topography and satellite imagery are entered into a CAD-based 3D model along with noise signature data of
the equipment to be used on the work site. The use of contour lines then enables accurate predictions of sound
levels from nearby operations. These insights drive the design of a superior, cost-efficient mitigation plan.

Mitigate
Only the mitigation required to achieve compliance is recommended. In most cases, mitigation is only needed for
the loudest equipment and not the entire work site. We carry premium and industry standard field-proven noise
suppression technology. Our skilled execution ensures your work site will have a clean, professional appearance,
and your compliance is guaranteed.

Compliance Assurance
To ensure your ongoing compliance, TruHorizon provides monitoring and inspection services, delivering robust
reports that demonstrate your due diligence was completed. We also offer a Compliance Data Management
application that serves as a central repository to track your critical environmental and regulatory information,
while creating a powerful audit trail verifying your compliance.

Knowledge and Professionalism to
Advocate on Your Behalf.
TruHorizon is a proactive partner experienced in local, state and federal
regulations. Our on-staff experts have the knowledge to serve as expert
witnesses on your behalf. With professionalism and diplomacy, we can
represent your interests at town hall meetings and enhance your outreach
with the community and media.
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